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weakness of ankle evertors (e.g., peroneal musculature)
and/or spasticity of invertors (e.g., tibialis posterior),
pathological foot inversion is also often associated [2–3].
Because ankle dorsiflexion during the swing phase of
gait is essential for foot clearance, drop foot can lead to
falls and injury [1]. In addition, with drop foot, foot-floor
contact in stance phase can happen initially at the forefoot (as opposed to at the heel in nondisabled gait) and
limited dorsiflexion can prevent forward progression of
the tibia, resulting in hyperextension of the knee and
limited forward translation of the body [4]. Those
affected often develop pathological compensatory gaits
to attempt to compensate for spastic drop foot. One of
these, referred to as “steppage gait,” involves abnormally
flexing the hip and bending the knee to attempt to get the
foot to clear the ground [5]. Other patients will hike their
hip on the side of the spastic ankle with each swing phase
or circumduct the lower limb to aid in foot clearance [6].
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SPASTIC DROP FOOT
Spastic drop foot is a functional impairment causing
significant morbidity by impairing gait, limiting activities
of daily living, and contributing to injuries [1]. Spastic
drop foot exists when, due to a combination of weakness
of the ankle dorsiflexors (primarily tibialis anterior) and
spasticity of the ankle plantar flexors (primarily gastrocnemius and soleus), the ankle has a predisposition for
staying pathologically plantar flexed. Due to associated
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The increased effort required can lead to slow, tiring, and
unsafe gait [6–7].
Aside from the issues with gait, in severe cases, spastic drop foot can make it difficult for patients to transfer,
even with help from their caregivers, by denying them a
stable pivot point on the ground. Also, abnormality of
ankle posture can lead to painful pressure points within
the shoe (or against the mattress), leading to skin breakdown [4]. Spasticity can be extremely painful for patients,
and abnormal positioning can cause nerve, bone, and joint
damage [4]. Furthermore, muscles being immobilized in a
shortened position can lead to loss of muscle sarcomeres
and buildup of connective tissues [8]. Finally, evidence
exists that beyond the pathology caused by immobilization, spasticity can actually increase the long-term stiffness of muscle by increased actin-myosin interdigitation.
Eventually, contracture of the joint can result [9].
Spastic drop foot is a problem caused by multiple
neurological conditions that lead to upper motor neuron
syndrome (UMNS), including stroke, traumatic brain
injury (TBI), multiple sclerosis (MS), and spinal cord
injury (SCI) [10]. The literature reports that of those who
have had a stroke, a conservative estimate is that 20 percent experience spastic drop foot [11]. It has been further
approximated in the literature that 75 percent of patients
with severe TBI and 60 percent of patients with moderate
to severe MS require treatment for spasticity, its complications, or both [12]. Also, 65–78 percent of patients
with chronic SCI have symptoms of spasticity [13].

SPASTICITY
Spasticity, itself, is difficult to define and the exact
character of spasticity is of much debate in the literature.
An often-used definition is that of Lance in 1980: “Spasticity is a motor disorder that is characterized by a velocity
dependent increase in the tonic stretch reflex with exaggerated tendon reflexes, resulting from the hyperexcitability of the stretch reflex, as one component of the
[UMNS]” [14–15]. This definition, however, is only one
facet of the constellation of involuntary motor activity in
UMNS [16–17]. For example, it does not fully address the
effects on tone during active function, as in when one is
trying to activate a spastic muscle’s antagonist. These
effects may be related to the stretch reflex, but could also
be influenced by abnormal neural connectivity within the
central nervous system (CNS).

Spasticity has several different manifestations not
solely related to the stretch reflex. Tonic muscle contraction without volitional command with a superimposed
stretch sensitivity was coined “spastic dystonia” by
Denny-Brown in 1966 [16–18]. The phenomenon of
pathological activation of agonist and antagonist from
inappropriate surpraspinal commands combined with
stretch sensitivity has been referred to as “spastic cocontraction” [16–17]. This may be the case in spastic drop
foot if plantar flexors are activating at the same time as
the patient tries to voluntarily activate dorsiflexion. Spastic cocontraction can lead patients to move slowly and
with great effort [16].
Furthermore, spasticity is known to be a heterogeneous condition. There exist, for example, both “spinal”
and “cerebral” models of spasticity [19]. Clinically, cerebral, or “hemiplegic,” spasticity tends to involve stereotypical postures involving flexion of the upper limbs and
extension of the lower limbs. Spasticity of spinal origin
can be similar but tends to involve more flexor spasms of
the lower limbs. Stefanovska et al. divided spasticity into
“tonic” and “phasic” components [20–21], depending on
whether sensitivity to velocity or length of stretch
increased. Study of spasticity in general is also complicated by the fact that both involvement of different
descending tracts [22] and the amount of time after an
upper motor neuron lesion [11] can influence the nature
of the deficit and the response to therapy.
To attempt to clarify the definition of spasticity, Burridge et al. proposed the following: “[Spasticity is] disordered sensorimotor control, resulting from an upper
motor neuron lesion, presenting as intermittent or sustained involuntary activation of muscles” [23]. Of note,
both this definition and Lance’s stress that spasticity
exists in the context of UMNS. This is important because
the negative symptoms of UMNS, i.e., weakness and discoordination, are often difficult to functionally disentangle from the positive symptoms, including spasticity.
The most commonly used biomechanical measure of
spasticity clinically is the Modified Ashworth Scale (Figure 1), a 0–4 ordinal scale that represents resistance to
passive movement on physical examination. While this
has been shown to have reasonable interrater reliability, it
has been very difficult to show correlation with functional outcomes [24]. Likewise, it can be influenced by
other, nonneurogenic causes of increased tone, such as
soft tissue contractures [23].
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Figure 1.
Modified Ashworth Scale [24].

It is not clear what causes spasticity in UMNS [17],
although many hypotheses have been proposed in the literature. Two possibilities include the sprouting and
regrowth of terminal excitatory axons onto areas of
motor neuron dendrites that are bare secondary to degeneration of descending fibers and denervation hypersensitivity of the bare dendritic membranes. These
mechanisms could potentially explain the gradual development of spasticity seen in UMNS [25]. The loss of presynaptic [25–26], recurrent, and/or reciprocal inhibition
of motor neurons could also be related to increased spinal
reflexes [25].

TREATMENT
Because both upper motor neuron weakness and
increased tone in the form of spasticity contribute to
spastic drop foot, it can be difficult to determine the optimal treatment, both in the setting of acute rehabilitation
and when assessing for assistive technology for chronic
disability. Traditional treatment modalities include use of
an ankle-foot orthosis (AFO), physical therapy, systemic
medication, tendon surgery, and/or focal alcohol neurolysis. More recent treatment options include botulinum
toxin (BTX) injections and functional electrical stimulation (FES).
Conventional mechanical treatment for drop foot in
any form often utilizes an AFO to hold the foot mechanically in dorsiflexion [6,27–28]. This can assist with toe
clearance during the swing phase of gait [28]. AFOs
commonly used for spastic drop foot hold the ankle at a
generally constant angle, with variable amounts of compliance about that point. AFOs have the disadvantage that

they can be poorly tolerated by patients [27,29], can lead
to pressure sore formation [28], and can make it difficult
to generate a standing torque from a seated position or to
climb stairs.
For patients with ankle spasticity as well as weakness, stretching by physical therapy can be utilized,
sometimes combined with serial casting [30]. This can be
an important component of treatment, especially if there
is a component of soft tissue contracture in addition to
spasticity. Dynamic splinting or splints with built-in
mechanical stretching are also used at times as an alternative to serial casting [31]. In severe cases of contracture,
surgical resection is sometimes considered [32]. More
recently, there have been some investigations into the
design of powered ankle orthoses [33], but these are limited by weight and battery life and, further, do not necessarily give exercise benefit to the weak dorsiflexors
because the torque is being applied externally.
A range of general pharmacologic treatments for
spasticity exist. The most commonly used clinically are
baclofen, a structural analog of GABA (gamma-aminobutyric acid); tizanadine, which binds to central alpha2adrenergic receptors; dantrolene, a direct muscle relaxant; and benzodiazepines. The general downside of these
medications is their side effect profiles, which often
become intolerable before they achieve their therapeutic
goal. These side effects include weakness, fatigue and, in
the case of benzodiazepines in particular, the risk of
dependence [34]. For some patients with severe general
spasticity, an implanted pump that delivers baclofen
directly through a catheter to the CNS can be effective,
especially in combination with other modalities [35].
Phenol or other alcohol injections are well-known
focal treatments for spasticity. Neurolysis using alcohol
will generally weaken a muscle for months to over a year
and can weaken large and powerful spastic muscle
groups [36]. Until the advent of BTX therapy, this was
the major focal intervention available. The major drawbacks are the risks of dysesthesia, which limits the technique primarily to mostly pure motor nerves, and the
relative irreversibility of the process.
The other major treatments for spastic drop foot are
FES and BTX injections, either separately or in concert.
These will be discussed separately in the following sections, followed by a review of the combination of the two
therapies.
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Functional Electrical Stimulation
FES is the method of using electric current to activate muscles and nerves that are weak or paralyzed
because of a lack of descending commands (upper motor
neuron damage) but still have intact lower motor neurons
and musculature. It has been investigated in a variety of
clinical situations, including upper- and lower-limb
weakness, bladder dysfunction, diaphragmatic dysfunction [37], and postural control [38].
FES using peroneal nerve stimulation (PNS) has
been investigated for the treatment of spastic drop foot
from upper motor neuron injuries [11,27]. These devices
cause dorsiflexion and eversion of the ankle by surface
stimulation of the peroneal nerve. PNS in paraplegia
from SCI has also been shown to aid gait by generating a
knee/hip withdrawal reflex [37], although the effects on
these joints in MS seem less clear [39]. Although there
has been some investigation into percutaneous and
implanted systems [20–21,40], surface FES systems are
widely available and have fewer contraindications. PNS
has been investigated both for its potential gait improvement while the patient is actively using the device, the
“orthotic effect,” [41] and for its rehabilitation benefit
after the device is no longer in use, the “therapeutic
effect.” [42]
At least three PNS systems have been used [11,43–
44]. These systems use surface electrodes over the peroneal nerve to activate the musculature and a sensor to
determine when the leg is in swing phase and in need of
stimulation to activate dorsiflexion. Two of the current
designs, the Odstock® (Odstock Medical Limited; Salisbury, Wiltshire, UK) and NESS L300® (Bioness Inc;
Valencia, California) utilize a force sensor inserted into
the patient’s shoe to determine when swing phase begins,
while a third, the WalkAide® (Innovative Neurotronics;
Austin, Texas), utilizes a leg-tilt sensor to detect state
changes in gait. Some units come with a cuff that fastens
around the calf (Figure 2). These cuffs can have two
electrodes that are positioned by the therapist, with one
placed over the origin of the tibialis anterior muscle and
the other placed over the common peroneal nerve posterior and proximal to the fibular head. The therapist
adjusts the placement of the electrodes and the stimulation parameters. After the placement is optimized, the
electrodes are fixed in the cuff so patients do not have to
adjust them daily when they put on the device.
Previous studies have compared the utility of PNS
for drop foot from UMNS with other treatments. Granat

Figure 2.
NESS L300® with electrode cuff, force-sensitive shoe insert, and
programmer. Photo courtesy of Bioness Inc (Valencia, California).

et al. compared PNS with physiotherapy in a crossover
trial with 17 poststroke patients with hemiplegia and
spastic drop foot [42]. There was no control using an
AFO, which is generally the standard of care for the condition [27], and no randomization. They showed no consistent increase in speed (over 6–10 m) for PNS.
Ring et al. attempted to compare PNS with AFO in
15 patients with MS; however, they did not separate out
the two treatments for the practice periods, instead testing
gait after 4 weeks of daily combined PNS/AFO use and
again after an additional 4 weeks of pure PNS use [45].
The treatment periods were also not randomized. They
found improvement in gait symmetry but not gait speed
for the PNS compared with the AFO. Van Swigchem et
al. replaced the AFO in 26 chronic stroke patients with
PNS and tested activity level and 10 m comfortable walking speed after 2 and 8 weeks [29]. There was no randomization of treatment order and no standardization of
orthoses. The AFO and PNS were equally effective in
regard to walking speed and activity level but the subjects expressed a preference for the PNS.
Burridge et al. compared PNS with physiotherapy to
physiotherapy alone in a randomized control trial of
stroke patients [6]. Use of an AFO in the control group
was not specified. A greater increase in gait speed (measured over 10 m) was seen in the PNS group (20.5%)
when they walked using the stimulator (orthotic effect)
than the physiotherapy-alone group (5.2%) but no
improvement was seen in the PNS group when they
walked without using the stimulator (no therapeutic
effect).
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Finally, Sheffler et al. tested 14 chronic stroke
patients with an AFO and PNS and measured their gait
using the modified Emory Functional Ambulation Profile
[27]. Each subject used both devices and had only 2 days
to train with the PNS. The authors found comparable
results between AFO and PNS but noted that this may
have been because of the lack of a training period for the
PNS. Patients expressed a preference for PNS for longterm use.
Botulinum Toxin
BTX is a protein that exists in seven serotypes produced by the bacterium botulinum clostridium. All serotypes act on the same target organs and produce similar
effects [46]. The primary mechanism of BTX is to prevent
the release of acetylcholine at the presynaptic terminal,
thus impairing neuromuscular transmission and inducing
weakness. The different serotypes interfere in different
parts of the process. BTX type A (BTA) cleaves synaptosomal-associated protein-25 whereas BTX type B (BTB)
cleaves vesicle-associated membrane protein [47]. Focal
weakness from the use of BTX can start to be seen within
2–3 days of injection [48]. The effect typically peaks at
approximately 4 to 6 weeks postinjection and wanes after
approximately 3 months [49]. There is evidence that the
effect wears off both as a result of axon sprouting and
eventual return of function to the original terminals [47].
Two of the serotypes in four preparations have become
available in the United States. BTA is available as onabotulinumtoxinA (trade name Botox®), abobotulinumtoxinA (trade name Dysport®), and incobotulinumtoxinA
(trade name Xeomin®). BTB is available as rimabotulinumtoxinB (trade name Myobloc®).
BTX injections are considered generally safe and
well tolerated [50]. There are three major types of
adverse reactions from BTX injection. The first involves
lack of function, sometimes secondary to antibody formation against the medication [48]. At least partially
because of this, there are guidelines against dosing BTX
more frequently than once every 3 months. The second
adverse effect is weakness in the injected muscles. This is
not truly an adverse effect because it is the primary effect
of the medication; however, it can cause morbidity if, for
instance, a clinician overly weakens a muscle that the
patient requires for postural support. The third major type
of adverse reaction involves weakening of muscles
remote from the point of injection. Electrophysiological
studies have shown increased jitter at points remote from

BTX injection as well [48]. Postmarketing reports have
included rare cases of severe effects thought to be associated with spread of toxin, including respiratory depression [51].
Despite the fact that none of the preparations of BTX
are Food and Drug Administration-approved in the United
States for lower-limb spasticity (onabotulinumtoxinA was
recently approved for upper-limb spasticity), many clinicians have for some time considered BTX injections to be
a standard of care for focal spasticity [46,52]. Also, it was
recommended for the reduction of tone by the 2008
American Academy of Neurology (AAN) Practice Parameter [46]. An established procedure for drop foot is to
inject into the gastrocnemius/soleus and/or tibialis posterior [11,46,53–59]. This has been proposed as helpful in
preventing “pistoning” out of the brace, improving forward tibial progression in stance, preventing skin breakdown, and reducing pain. BTX has been shown to
decrease muscle tone in several conditions, but showing
when and if it provides functional gait benefits in lowerlimb spasticity has proven extremely difficult [60]. The
2008 AAN Practice Parameter on use of BTX in spasticity
concluded that BTX “is established as effective in the
treatment of adult spasticity in the upper and lower limb
in reducing muscle tone and improving passive function”
but that “[t]here are no controlled studies comparing
[BTX] to other treatment modalities for spasticity. There
is also a need to confirm efficacy for active function in
controlled trials” [46]. In part, this may be because of
studies that have documented the decrease in spasticity as
measured by the Modified Ashworth Scale rather than
clinical gait parameters.
Richardson et al. in a blinded, randomized control
trial studied the effect of BTA (onabotulinumtoxinA)
injections on 52 subjects with heterogeneous conditions
including TBI, stroke, SCI, cerebral palsy, tumor, and
anoxic injuries [57]. The subjects all had some form of
spasticity affecting either the upper or lower limbs. Subjects were randomized to either BTA injections, with dosing and muscles chosen by the provider, or saline
injection. The primary outcome measure of the study was
decreased tone, and the aggregate results did show a significant decrease in the Modified Ashworth Scale for
subjects treated with BTX. A smaller subset of patients
who were able to ambulate and were treated in the lower
limb were also tested with a 10 m timed walk, and no significant difference was noted between the treatment and
control groups.
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Pittock et al. studied 234 stroke patients with spastic
drop foot using either placebo or one of three doses of
BTA (abobotulinumtoxinA) [58]. The primary measures
of 2-minute walking distance and steppage rate did not
significantly differ. There were small but significant
improvements in calf spasticity, limb pain, and the need
for walking aids. There were similar numbers of adverse
reactions in the treatment and nontreatment groups.
Burbaud et al., in a randomized double-blind crossover study, examined 23 hemiparetic patients with ankle
plantar flexor and invertor spasticity [59]. Subjects were
injected with either BTA (abobotulinumtoxinA) or placebo and then switched to the other after 90 days. In this
study, there was a slight increase in gait speed in the
treated group, but it was not statistically significant.
Hesse and colleagues examined 12 subjects with
chronic spastic hemiplegia from stroke [56]. All subjects
were injected with BTA (onabotulinumtoxinA). When
measured 4 weeks postinjection, 9 of the 12 subjects had
improved gait speed, less premature activation of calf
muscles during gait, and reduced calf muscle spasticity.
The other 3 did not benefit. There was, however, no control arm in the study.
Mancini et al. ran a double-blind dosing study for
spastic drop foot using the onabotulinumtoxinA formulation of BTA [53]. Forty-five spastic feet were allocated to
one of three groups with different onabotulinumtoxinA
doses for each injected muscle in the three groups. The
treating clinician could choose which muscles to inject at
the predetermined doses. The average total doses given in
the three groups were 167 U, 322 U, and 540 U, respectively. Several outcome measures were evaluated covering muscle tone, pain, and gait assessment. All the
groups showed significant improvements. The groups
using 322 U and 540 U on average did better than the
group with 167 U; however, the group receiving 540 U
on average had an increased incidence of adverse reactions. Of the group receiving 322 U on average, the three
most commonly selected injections were the medial gastrocnemius, the lateral gastrocnemius, and the tibialis
posterior.
Combined Functional Electrical Stimulation and
Botulinum Toxin Injections
There are reasons to suspect a synergistic effect
between electrical stimulation and BTX injection. Such
an effect would have two major advantages. Firstly,
although BTX has several advantages over the older phe-

nol injections (reversibility, lack of dysesthesias, ease of
titration and administration), it is also significantly more
expensive (several thousand dollars per treatment for
some patients). Its primary advantage, that it is reversible, also leads to the cost being magnified because the
injections often need to be repeated every 3 to 4 months.
If, as is hypothesized, electrical stimulation would
increase the efficacy of BTX, the required dose for a
given patient could potentially be decreased and, hence,
the cost, potentially opening up the treatment to more
people who would benefit from it. Secondly, if indeed the
required dose was decreased, there is hope that it would
also decrease the possibility of adverse reactions, thus
enhancing patient safety.
There are effectively four mechanisms by which
electrical stimulation might increase the antispasticity
effect of BTX. First, animal experiments [54,61–62] have
shown that the paralytic effect of BTX starts earlier when
the toxin uptake is increased with electrical stimulation.
This was thought to be secondary to an increase in the
activity of the terminal nerve fibers, where the BTX has
its biologic effect. This would likely not be a factor in a
combination of PNS with BTX in the triceps surae
because the muscles being injected are not the same as
the muscles being stimulated. It could, however, be a factor if cyclical electrical stimulation is applied to the plantar flexors and dorsiflexors of the ankle immediately after
toxin injection.
The second reason to suspect a synergistic effect
between electrical stimulation and BTX is the hypothesis
that moving the muscle through flexion/extension cycles
could help to mechanically spread the toxin. This could
potentially be a factor that could increase efficacy when
combining BTX with PNS, assuming that the number of
mechanical cycles the ankle goes through is increased as
a result of the FES device.
The third possible synergy comes from the direct
effects of electrical stimulation on tone reduction. The
physiologic principle of reciprocal inhibition of an antagonist during activation of an agonist is well known. Alfieri
described this effect as it related to the effect of decreased
spasticity of a muscle in the setting of electrical stimulation
of its antagonist [63]. The utility of FES as a clinical treatment for spasticity is, however, very much an open question, with such basic questions as whether to stimulate a
spastic muscle or its antagonist and whether electrical stimulation can actually worsen spasticity still unclear [64].
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Stefanovska et al. investigated the effects of long-term
implanted PNS on passive resistance to joint movements
and concluded that while phasic spasticity increases with
use, tonic spasticity decreases [21]. The study did not measure joint resistance while the stimulators were active.
Thompson et al. looked for reciprocal inhibition of the
soleus during stimulation of the peroneal nerve and concluded it was present and generally unchanged between
control subjects and subjects with CNS lesions [26]. The
study did not, however, measure reciprocal inhibition during gait when multiple muscle contractions could affect
the result [65] or at stimulation levels designed to elicit
optimized functional dorsiflexion (as is used in clinical
PNS systems). Apkarian and Naumann performed a similar set of experiments and also measured reciprocal inhibition of triceps surae during stimulation of the peroneal
nerve [66]. Unlike Thompson et al., who found maximal
inhibition at approximately 50 ms poststimulation,
Apkarian et al. found maximal inhibition at approximately
150 ms poststimulation, suggesting that afferent volleys
from muscle contraction rather than initial Ia fiber stimulation are responsible for the effect. Apkarian et al.’s
research also did not measure triceps surae activation during gait or at stimulation levels optimized for functional
dorsiflexion as used with a clinical PNS.
Interestingly, Lo et al. [67], Krause et al. [68], and
Van der Salm et al. [69] describe decreased tone from
electrical stimulation of spastic muscles themselves,
rather than their antagonists, in spastic stroke and SCI
patients. Van der Salm et al. noted that while this could
be secondary to recurrent inhibition from Renshaw cells,
nonneurogenic factors could also be at play, including
local blood flow or mechanical factors [69].
The final reason why BTX and electrical stimulation
might work better together than individually is the simple
mechanical argument. UMNS, as described previously,
includes both dorsiflexion weakness and plantar flexion
spasticity. There is speculation in the literature that the
reason demonstrating a functional benefit from reduced
spasticity in gait is difficult is that the negative symptoms
of UMNS (i.e., weakness) cause the more prominent difficulties [60]. Likewise, however, even when increasing
the dorsiflexion torque (and thus effectively reducing
weakness) with FES, that torque is fighting against
increased mechanical resistance from the plantar flexors.
Addressing both the positive and negative components of
UMNS simultaneously could possibly lead to increased
functional gains in gait relative to either of them alone.

Several studies have investigated whether there is a
synergistic effect between electrical stimulation and BTX
injection, with some looking at spastic drop foot in adults
[11,54–55,70–72]. The majority of these looked at electrical stimulation of the muscle after BTX injection, but
without using the electrical stimulation to aid functional
gait as with PNS using FES.
Picelli et al., in a pilot study reported in a letter to the
editor, investigated immediate and delayed electrical
stimulation after BTX injection [72]. Twenty-four
patients with poststroke spasticity received onabotulinumtoxinA into muscles including the biceps brachii
and the abductor digiti minimi. The patients were randomized to receive 60 minutes of electrical stimulation
over the injected muscles immediately after injection or
30 minutes of stimulation over the injected muscles for
3 days starting the day after injection. Four weeks after
injection, the group that received immediate stimulation
had decreased average elbow spasticity (on the Modified
Ashworth Scale) and decreased average compound muscle action potentials in the abductor digiti minimi. As the
authors note, however, the study is limited by its small
size and lack of a group receiving only BTX injection
without stimulation.
Frasson et al. investigated changes in the compound
muscle action potential (CMAP) of the extensor digitorum brevis injected with BTA (abobotulinumtoxinA)
with and without a short course of electrical stimulation
in 12 paraparetic patients [70]. They used two stimulation
frequencies, 4 and 25 Hz, for 30-minute stimulation sessions once a day for 5 days after injection. They determined that the muscles with low-frequency stimulation
had greater decreases in CMAP on several, but not all, of
the days tested over the course of 30 days after injection.
The high-frequency stimulation did not similarly increase
the reduction in CMAP. The study did not use FES functionally or measure gait parameters.
Bayram et al. randomized 12 poststroke patients with
spastic drop foot to either high-dose BTX injection or
low-dose injection with short-term electrical stimulation
[54]. Their protocol used brief alternating plantar flexion/
dorsiflexion stimulation after the injection without using
the stimulation functionally in gait. They reported no difference between low-dose BTX use with electrical stimulation and high-dose use without electrical stimulation.
Hesse et al. tested 10 subjects with hemiparesis and
lower-limb spasticity by treating half of them with BTX
injection and the other half with BTX injection plus
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18 half-hour sessions of alternating plantar flexion/dorsiflexion stimulation [55]. This protocol did not utilize the
FES during gait for active dorsiflexion. Their results
showed improved muscle tone, gait velocity, stride
length, and stance and swing symmetry in the subjects
treated with BTX and electrical stimulation.
Baricich et al. examined the effects of taping, electrical stimulation, and stretching in 23 patients with chronic
hemiplegia with spastic equinus foot who had all been
treated with BTX injections in ankle plantar flexor muscles [71]. The patients in the electrical stimulation group
received stimulation for 30 minutes a day for 5 days in
the muscles injected. They did not receive stimulation of
the antagonist (dorsiflexor) muscles or use FES during
gait for active dorsiflexion. For outcome measures, the
study noted the Modified Ashworth Scale score, passive
range of motion at the ankle, muscle action potential of
the medial gastrocnemius, and maximum ankle dorsiflexion angle in the stance phase of gait. At the 20-day measurement point (when one might expect BTX to be close
to its maximum effect), all groups performed significantly better than before treatment, except for passive
range of motion measurements in the stretching group.
Comparing the treatment groups with each other showed
that the electrical stimulation group improved significantly more than the stretching group on Modified Ashworth Scale scores and decreased in the motor action
potential of the medial gastrocnemius. There was no control group not receiving BTX injection or receiving BTX
injection without other concurrent modalities.
Finally, Johnson et al. looked at both active PNS with
FES and BTX injection in a group of 18 patients with
poststroke drop foot [11]. This study compared a group
of patients randomized to physiotherapy alone with a second group randomized to BTX injection with and without
FES. The group treated with BTX had an increased mean
gait speed of 0.04 m/s without FES and 0.09 m/s with
FES. Unfortunately, the study did not have separate
groups getting just BTX injections or just FES, making it
more difficult to determine the contributions of the different interventions to the improved outcomes. Also, the
control groups were not reported to have been given
AFOs as part of the protocol, which is generally the
default standard of care for the condition [27].

CONCLUSIONS
Significant work has been done to date suggesting
promise for PNS, BTX injections, and the combination of
the two for drop foot from UMNS. Unfortunately, however, much is yet to be determined. For PNS, there is a
lack of clear data indicating superiority of gait parameters over the much less expensive AFO. In part, this may
be because foot drop can be time and fatigue dependent
and trials tended to measure gait parameters over a short
distance. Patient preference and increase in muscle
strength from prolonged use of PNS are other areas that
could benefit from further investigation. There is also
evidence of decreased spasticity from electrical stimulation, but basic questions, such as whether the stimulation
should be over the spastic muscle or its antagonist, how
long the effect lasts, and whether it works during gait,
need to be clarified. For BTX, there is evidence of
decreased tone but evidence is again lacking for
improved gait. For the combination of the two therapies,
there is evidence that electrical stimulation of a muscle
may increase the efficacy of BTX. However, large controlled studies examining the relative effects of BTX,
PNS, and the combination of the two are lacking. Given
the prevalence and consequences of this condition, I recommend the performance of trials to help clarify these
important questions.
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